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K518  
High-performance, closed-back DJ headphones,  
 in 4 new finishes 

Made with fun for pros by pros 
Versatile in both looks and performance, the AKG® K518 headphones give professional DJs and amateurs a stylish way  
to mix their beats, whether in the studio or at the club. Available in 4 new colors, these headphones are small enough to fit 
in your pocket, but they deliver big, rich sound that isolates your audio from busy noise in any venue. Their unique 3D-Axis 
folding mechanism allows you to fold them up and take them anywhere. While they’re built rugged (ideal for on-the-go DJs), 
they also come with a carrying pouch that helps ensure their safety no matter where you roam.

SPECIFICATIONS 
System:   Dynamic 
Design:   Closed-back  
Color:   neon blue, neon green, neon yellow, 

neon red 
Frequency range: 16 Hz – 24 MHz 

Sensitivity (SPL/V):    115 dB  

Impedance:   32 Ohms

Max. input power:   2000 mW

Net weight (without cable):   150 g

Main connection:   3.5 mm jack

Cable length:   1m

Accessories:   carrying pouch

KEY FEATURES 
› Legendary AKG sound

› Closed-back design to keep your music inside 
your ears, and keep loud club noise at bay 

› Unique 3D-Axis folding mechanism to fold 
your headphones flat and take them with you

› High-SPL capability for maximum realism and 
clarity at loud volumes without distortion

› iPhone and tablets compatible, they come 
with a 6.3-millimetre (1/4-inch) jack adapter 
for professional audio equipment

› Available in 9 new stylish colours
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